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ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON MODEL CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTIONS
Administrative Office of the Courts
Scott M. Matheson Courthouse
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November 8, 2004
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July 11, 2005
August 8, 2005
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MINUTES
Advisory Committee on Model Civil Jury Instructions
October 18, 2004
4:00 p.m.
Present:

John L. Young (chair), Timothy M. Shea, Honorable William W. Barrett, Jr., Paul
M. Belnap, Juli Blanch, Francis J. Carney, Ralph L. Dewsnup, Marianna Di
Paolo, Phillip S. Ferguson, Colin P. King, Paul M. Simmons, David E. West,
Jonathan G. Jemming

Excused:

Stephen B. Nebeker

1.
Minutes. On motion of Mr. Ferguson, seconded by Ms. Blanch, the committee
approved the minutes of the September 13, 2004, meeting.
2.
Draft Preliminary and General Instructions. The committee continued its review
of the draft instructions prepared by Mr. Ferguson’s subcommittee:
a.
1.3. Order of Trial. The committee questioned the placement of
paragraph 6 regarding allocation of fault. Mr. Dewsnup questioned whether it was a
proper subject for a preliminary instruction. The committee had previously concluded
that as a matter of policy jurors should be told generally what they are to decide before
they hear the evidence. Several committee members objected to the first two sentences of
paragraph 6. Mr. West proposed that paragraph 6 be rewritten as follows:
In this case you will be called upon to allocate the fault among
those who are responsible for causing the accident. This must be done on
a percentage basis, and the total amount of fault must add up to one
hundred percent. You will be given further instructions about fault and
about causation after you hear the evidence, but you should keep in mind
that an important part of your deliberations will ultimately be to allocate
the percentages of fault.
After some discussion, the committee agreed that paragraph 6, as rewritten, should be a
separate, optional instruction that could follow instruction 1.1.
b.
2.23. Discontinuance as to Some Defendants. Mr. Dewsnup questioned
whether the explanations for why some defendants were no longer involved in the case
would only confuse the jury. The committee rewrote the first sentence of instruction 2.23
to read:
Defendants _________________ are no longer involved in this
case because _______________________.
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The comment says that the court should explain the reasons why the defendants have
been dismissed. The committee thought that the language used to explain the reasons
should be left up to the court and counsel. At Mr. Carney’s suggestion, the last word of
the comment was changed from “read” to “given.”
c.
2.24. Settling Defendants in Multi-party Cases. Mr. Dewsnup noted that
some plaintiffs as well as some defendants may settle before the case goes to the jury and
suggested changing references to “settling defendant(s)” to “settling parties.” The
reference to “either party” in the second paragraph was changed to “any party.” Mr. West
thought that the last paragraph was argumentative. The committee thought that Slusher v.
Ospital, 777 P.2d 437 (Utah 1989), required the court to instruct the jury on the effect a
settlement may have on the credibility of a witness.
Mr. Jemming will review Slusher v. Ospital and determine what is
required in instruction 2.24.
At Mr. Dewsnup’s suggestion, the last paragraph was revised to read:
You may consider the impact of a settlement on how believable a
witness is.
The committee discussed the placement of the instruction. Some members thought that
the instruction should be given when the parties settle and again at the end of the case.
Mr. King asked whether the instruction would have to be given at the outset of the case if
some parties settled before trial. Some thought that the timing of the instruction could
unduly emphasize the testimony of a particular witness. Mr. Young and Mr. Carney
suggested that the instruction be accompanied by a more extensive comment suggesting
the factors the court should consider in deciding when to give the instruction and how
much detail to present to the jury.
d.
2.25. Jurors to Deliberate and Agree If Possible. This instruction has
been replaced by instruction 2.28.
e.
2.26. Resort to Chance. At Ms. Blanch’s suggestion, the second and third
sentences were combined to read:
For example, you cannot make a decision by flipping a coin, speculating or
choosing one juror’s opinions at random.
Dr. Di Paolo asked whether the instruction headings were part of the instructions that
would be given to the jury. The committee noted that some judges use the headings and
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others do not. Dr. Di Paolo suggested that the heading be changed to “Do Not Resort to
Chance.” Others suggested, “Do Not Speculate.”
f.
2.27. Agreement of Special Interrogatories. Mr. Dewsnup suggested that
the title refer to “Special Verdict” rather than “Special Interrogatories,” a term that is not
included or defined in the instruction. Mr. Shea suggested the term “presiding juror” be
used instead of “foreperson.” A majority of the committee thought that most people
understand what a “foreperson” is. Ms. Blanch suggested that the second sentence of the
second paragraph read, “. . . they need not be the same six jurors on each question.”
Mr. Carney was excused.
g.
2.28. Selection of Jury Foreperson and Return of Verdict. At Mr. Shea’s
suggestion, the last sentence of the first paragraph was revised to read, “. . . and sign the
verdict form when it’s completed.” Mr. Simmons questioned whether the first sentence
of the comment was necessary. Mr. Shea suggested that any tracking of instructions from
one edition of MUJI to the next be done in a table rather than in comments.
Mr. Dewsnup moved that Mr. Ferguson be commended for the work of his
subcommittee. Judge Barrett 2d. There was no opposition.
3.
Damage Instructions. Because Mr. Humpherys, the chair of the damages
subcommittee, was not present, the committee deferred discussion of the draft damage
instructions to a later meeting.
4.
Next Meeting. The next meeting will be Monday, November 14, 2004, at 4:00
p.m. At the next meeting, the committee will complete its review of the preliminary and
negligence instructions, specifically, the instructions on the burden of proof, standards of proof,
statements of opinion, and causation. Time permitting, it will start on its review of the damage
instructions.
The meeting concluded at 5:30 p.m.
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JURY INSTRUCTION

1

DAMAGES – INTRODUCTORY
If you decide that defendant’s Fault Legally Caused damages to [name of plaintiff] you must
award the damages, if any, that you decide will fairly and adequately compensate [name of plaintiff]
for these damages. There are two kinds of damages: Special Damages and General Damages. I
will now explain Special and General Damages.
Comments
This instruction should be given as a preliminary instruction to all damage
instructions and may or should be modified to fit the particular situation. The case
may be submitted to the jury on special verdict, general verdict, or stipulated
liability. The user may want to refer specifically to the special verdict question in
modifying this form. Each specific damage instruction that applies to the case
should then follow.
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JURY INSTRUCTION

2

PERSONAL INJURY - SPECIAL DAMAGE
MEDICAL CARE

Special Damages include expenses for medically related care which is reasonably required
and legally caused by the accident. You should award the reasonable value of the medically related
care in the past and for the care that more probably than not will be reasonably required in the
future. [The fact, if it be a fact, that any of the foregoing expenses were paid by some source other
than the [name of plaintiff]’s own funds does not affect [name of defendant]’s responsibility to pay
for such expense.]
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PERSONAL INJURY - SPECIAL DAMAGE
LOSS OF EARNINGS
Special Damages also include lost earnings and loss of earning capacity. You should award
the reasonable value of the work [name of plaintiff] has been unable to do, and the reasonable value
of his/her future earnings that more probably than not will be lost in the future. In determining this
amount, you should consider evidence of: [name of plaintiff]’s earning capacity; (2) his/her actual
earnings; (3) his/her work before and after the accident; and (4) what he/she would likely have
earned if he/she had not been injured.
“Earning Capacity” is not the same as lost earnings. Earning capacity means the potential to
earn income. It is not necessarily determined by the actual loss of earnings. To determine the
reasonable value of the loss of earning capacity, you should consider whether the injury legally
caused: (1) a reduction of [plaintiff’s name]’s ability to earn income; and (2) a decreased ability to
weather adverse economic circumstances, such as a discharge or lay-off, or a voluntary change of
employment.

Dalebout v. Union Pacific R. Co., 980 P.2d 1194, 1200 (Ut. App. 1999)
Corbett v. Seamons dba Big O Tire, 904 P.2d 232, N.2 (Ut. App. 1995)
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PERSONAL INJURY - SPECIAL DAMAGE
LOSS OF HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
Special Damages also include loss of household services. To recover damages for this loss,
[name of plaintiff] must prove the reasonable value of the household services that [name of plaintiff]
has been unable to do, and the reasonable value of the household services that, more probably than
not, he/she will be unable to do in the future.
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GENERAL DAMAGES
In awarding general damages, you may consider the nature and extent of injuries sustained
by [name of plaintiff], the degree and character of the disfigurement, the pain and suffering
occasioned by the injuries, both mental and physical, their probable duration and severity, the extent
to which [name of plaintiff] has been prevented from pursuing his/her ordinary affairs of life and the
extent he/she has been limited in the enjoyment of life.

You may consider whether the

consequences of these injuries will, with reasonable probability, continue in the future and if so,
you should award such damages as will fairly and justly compensate him/her throughout his/her life
expectancy.
Pain, suffering, disfigurement and other such general damages are not capable of being
exactly and accurately determined and there is no fixed rule, standard or formula in determining
these general damages. Nevertheless, it is your duty to make this determination. The law does not
require the opinion of any witness to establish the amount of general damages. The argument of
counsel as to the amount of damages is not evidence of reasonable compensation. In making an
award for general damages, you should exercise your authority with calm and reasonable judgment
and the damages you fix shall be just and reasonable in light of the evidence.
You are not precluded from awarding damages because of the difficulty in computing the
damages. While you may not award damages based upon mere speculation, the law requires only
that the evidence provide a reasonable basis for assessing the damages and does not require a
mathematical certainty.
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGE
SUSCEPTIBLE TO INJURY
A person who may be more susceptible to injury than someone else is still entitled to
recover the full amount of damages that were Legally Caused by [name of defendant]’s Fault. In
other words, the amount of damages should not be reduced merely because [name of plaintiff] is
more susceptible to injury than someone else may be.
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PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES
AGGRAVATION OF PREEXISTING CONDITIONS
(Alternate A)
An injured person who has a condition or disability before the time of an injury is not entitled to
recover damages for that condition or disability. However, the injured person is entitled to recover
damages for any aggravation of the preexisting condition or disability caused from the injury, even
if the person’s preexisting condition or disability made the injured person more susceptible to
problems than a healthy person would have been, and even if a healthy person may not have
suffered the additional problems.

However, the damages you may award are limited to the

additional damages caused by [defendant’s name]’s Fault.
Comments
Alternate Instruction A reflects the holding of the Utah Supreme Court in Brunson v. Strong, (cited
below). The Court did not specifically address the issue of dormant and asymptomatic conditions.
Alternate Instruction B reflects the holding of the Utah Court of Appeals in Biswsell v. Duncan
(cited below,) where the plaintiff claimed that the preexisting condition was dormant or
asymptomatic. Modification of the instruction may be necessary based upon the evidence in any
given case.

References:
Biswell v. Duncan, 742 P.2d 80 (Utah 19087)
Brunson v. Strong, 17 Utah 2d 364, 412 P.2d 451 (1966)
BAJI No. 14.65 (Supp. 1992). Reprinted with permission; copyright 1986 West Publishing
Company
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PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES
AGGRAVATION OF PREEXISTING CONDITIONS
(Alternate B)
A person who has a preexisting condition which doesn’t cause the person any problems,
may recover the full amount of damages legally caused by an aggravation of that condition. In
other words, when a preexisting condition does not cause pain or disability, but that condition plus
the injury brings on pain, disability or other problems, then it is the injury, not the preexisting
condition, that is the legal cause of the pain or other problems.

References:
Biswell v. Duncan, 742 P.2d 80 (Utah 1987)
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
APPORTIONMENT FOR PREEXISTING CONDITION
When a pre-existing condition exists which makes the injuries from an accident greater than
they would have been in the absence of such a pre-existing condition, it is your duty, if possible, to
apportion the amount of disability, impairment, pain, suffering, and other damages, between those
caused by the pre-existing condition and those caused by the accident. But if you find that the
evidence does not permit such an apportionment, then you must determine that the entire disability,
impairment, pain, suffering, and other damages, are legally caused by [name of defendant]’s fault.

Reference:
Robinson v. All-Star Delivery, Inc., 992 P.2d 969 (Ut. 1999)
Tingey v. Christensen, 987 P.2d 588, 591-92 (Ut. 1999)
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
DUTY TO MITIGATE
A person who has been injured is supposed to use reasonable diligence in caring for the
injuries and in acting in a way that avoids a worse situation.
When an injured person does not use reasonable diligence to care for the injuries, and as a
result the injuries are aggravated, the defendant is not responsible to pay damages for this
aggravation. If [name of plaintiff] made reasonable efforts to avoid an aggravation of his/her
situation, then your award should include the reasonable amounts he/she incurred for this purpose.

References:
C.S. v. Nielsen, 767 P.2d 504 (Utah 1988)
Thompson v. Jacobsen, 23 Utah 2d 359, 463, P.2d 801 (1970)
Morrison v. Perry, 104 Utah 151, 140 P.2d 772 (1943)
BAJI No. 14.67 (Supp. 1992). Reprinted with permission; copyright © 1986 West publishing
Company
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
LIFE EXPECTANCY
According to the mortality tables, [name of plaintiff] is expected to live ____ more years.
You may consider this fact in arriving at the amount of future damages. A life expectancy is merely
an estimate of the probable average remaining life of all persons in our country of a given age, with
average health and exposure to danger. Some people live longer and others die sooner. You may
consider all other evidence bearing on the expected life of the [name of plaintiff], including his/her
occupation, health, habits, life style, and other activities.
References:

JIFU No. 90.36 (1957)
BAJI No. 14.69 (Supp. 1992). Reprinted with permission; copyright © 1986 West publishing
Company
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
WRONGFUL DEATH – ADULT
In determining damages for the death of [decedent], you will award an amount that will be
just compensation for the loss that [name of plaintiff] has suffered from the death of [decedent].
You shall determine the loss based upon the circumstances that existed at the time of the
decedent’s death, including the following past and future items:
1)

The loss of financial support or the right to receive financial support, if any, that
[name of plaintiff] would have received from the decedent. In this regard, you
should consider the disposition of the decedent to financially support [name of
plaintiff] and the earning capacity of the decedent.

2)

The loss of love, companionship, society, comfort, care, protection and affection
which [name of plaintiff] has lost.

3)

The age and health of the decedent and [name of plaintiff] immediately prior to the
death.

4)

Whether the deceased was kind, affectionate or otherwise.

5)

The expenses for medical care incident to the death.

6)

The reasonable expenses that were incurred for the funeral and burial.

7)

The life expectancy of the decedent and [name of plaintiff]. [Name of plaintiff] could
have only received benefits from the decedent as long as both were alive.

8)

Any other evidence indicating the benefits that [name of plaintiff] might have
reasonably received had the decedent lived.
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[In determining this award, you are not to consider any pain or suffering of the decedent;
any grief or sorrow of the plaintiff; or the poverty or wealth of the plaintiff] [You may also
consider the pain, anguish and mental suffering of the decedent before his/her death]?
__________.]

References:
Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-11-7 – 12 (1992)
In re Behm’s Estate, 117 Utah 151, 213 657 (1950)
Allen v. United States, 588 F. Supp. 247 (D. Utah 1984)
Platis v. United States, 288 F. Supp. 254 (D. Utah 1968), aff’d, 409 F.2d 1009 (10th Cir. 1969)
BAJI No. 14.50 (Supp. 1992). Reprinted with permission; copyright © 1986 West Publishing
Company.
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
WRONGFUL DEATH – ADULT
(Alternate A)
In determining damages for the death of [decedent], you should award an amount that will
be just compensation for the loss that [name of plaintiff] has suffered from the death of [decedent].
You shall determine the loss based upon the circumstances that existed at the time of the decedent’s
death, including the following:
1)

The past and future loss of financial support or the right to receive financial support,
if any, that [name of plaintiff] would have received from the decedent. In this
regard, you should consider the earning capacity of the decedent and the disposition
of the decedent to financially support [name of plaintiff].

2)

The past and future loss of love, companionship, society, comfort, care, protection
and affection from the decedent which [name of plaintiff] has lost.

3)

The age and health of the decedent and [name of plaintiff] immediately prior to the
death.

4)

Whether the decedent was kind, affectionate or otherwise.

5)

The reasonable expenses for medically related care incident to the death.

6)

The reasonable expenses that were incurred for the funeral and burial.

7)

The life expectancy of the decedent and [name of plaintiff]. [Name of plaintiff] could
have only received benefits from the decedent as long as both were alive.

8)

Any other evidence indicating the benefits that [name of plaintiff] might have
reasonably received had the decedent lived.
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In determining this award, you are not to consider any pain or suffering of the decedent; any
grief or sorrow of the plaintiff; or the poverty or wealth of the plaintiff.
[If the case involves the wrongful death of a minor, the following paragraphs should be
added at the end of subparagraph (1) above: “This amount should be reduced by the value of the
costs that [name of plaintiff] would likely have incurred to support [decedent] had the child
survived, until the child reached the age of eighteen.”]

References:
Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-11-7 – 12 (1992)
In re Behm’s Estate, 117 Utah 151, 213 657 (1950)
Allen v. United States, 588 F. Supp. 247 (D. Utah 1984)
Platis v. United States, 288 F. Supp. 254 (D. Utah 1968), aff’d, 409 F.2d 1009 (10th Cir. 1969)
BAJI No. 14.50 (Supp. 1992). Reprinted with permission; copyright © 1986 West Publishing
Company.
Comments
This instruction applies to claims for wrongful death brought under U.C.A. § 7811-7. If the cause of action also includes claims under U.C.A. § 78-11-12,
Alternate B should be used.
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
WRONGFUL DEATH – ADULT
(Alternate B)
In determining damages for the death of [decedent], you should make two separate awards:
(1)

An amount that will be just compensation for the loss that [name of plaintiff(s)] has
[have] suffered from the death of [decedent]; and

(2)

The amount of special and general damages legally caused by [defendant]’s fault
which [decedent] suffered before his/her death.

I will now explain how you should determine each of these two awards. First, to determine
for [name of plaintiff(s)]the loss should be determined based upon all the circumstances that existed
at the time of decedent’s death. You should consider the following:
(a)

The past and future loss of financial support or the right to receive financial support,
if any, that [name of plaintiff] would have received from the decedent. In this
regard, you should consider the earning capacity of the decedent and the disposition
of the decedent to financially support [name of plaintiff].

(b)

The past and future loss of love, companionship, society, comfort, care, protection
and affection from the decedent which [name of plaintiff] has lost.

(c)

The age and health of the decedent and [name of plaintiff] immediately prior to the
death.

(d)

Whether the decedent was kind, affectionate or otherwise.

(e)

The reasonable expenses for medically related care incident to the death.

(f)

The reasonable expenses that were incurred for the funeral and burial.
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(g)

The life expectancy of the decedent and [name of plaintiff]. [Name of plaintiff] could
have only received benefits from the decedent as long as both were alive.

(h)

Any other evidence indicating the benefits that [name of plaintiff] might have
reasonably received had the decedent lived.

(i)

In determining this award, you are not to consider any pain or suffering of the
decedent; any grief or sorrow of the plaintiff; or the poverty or wealth of the
plaintiff.

Second, regarding the special and general damages suffered by [decedent] you should
determine the award based upon the following:
(A)

Special Damages:
(1)

The expenses for medically related care which was reasonably required to
treat the injuries legally caused by [defendant]’s fault [the fact, if it be a fact,
that any of the foregoing expenses were paid by some source other than the
[name of plaintiff]’s own funds does not affect [name of defendant]’s
responsibility to pay for such expenses.

(2)

The reasonable value of the lost work [decedent] was unable to do;

(3)

The reasonable value of the loss of household services that [decedent] was
unable to perform; and

(4)
(B)

Any other reasonable expenses [decedent] incurred.

General Damages:
In awarding general damages you may consider the nature and extent of the injuries

sustained by [decedent], the degree and character of pain and suffering, both mental and physical
and the extent to which [decedent] was prevented from pursuing his/her ordinary affairs of life.
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Pain, suffering, and other such general damages are not capable of being exactly and accurately
determined and there is no fixed rule, standard or formula in determining these general damages.
Nevertheless, it your duty to make this determination. The law does not require the opinion of any
witness to establish the amount of general damages. The argument of counsel is not evidence of
reasonable compensation. The award shall be just and reasonable in light of the evidence.

References:
Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-11-7 – 12 (1992)
In re Behm’s Estate, 117 Utah 151, 213 657 (1950)
Allen v. United States, 588 F. Supp. 247 (D. Utah 1984)
Platis v. United States, 288 F. Supp. 254 (D. Utah 1968), aff’d, 409 F.2d 1009 (10th Cir. 1969)
BAJI No. 14.50 (Supp. 1992). Reprinted with permission; copyright © 1986 West Publishing
Company.

Comments
This instruction applies to claims for wrongful death brought under both U.C.A.
§§ 78-11-7 and 78-11-12. This instruction assumes that the decedent survived the
accident but later died as a result of the injuries sustained in the accident. If the
cause of decedent’s death is contested, alternate Instruction C should also be
given.
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PERSONAL INJURY – DAMAGES
WRONGFUL DEATH – ADULT
(Alternate C)
You may not award general damages suffered by [decedent] if [decedent]’s death resulted
from a cause other than the injury legally caused by [name of defendant]’s fault. If you decide that
his/her death resulted from some other cause, you may award only those special damages, as
explained above.

Comments
This instruction applies only to a claim made under U.C.A. § 78-11-12, where it is
contested whether the death resulted from a cause other than the injury legally
caused by the defendant’s fault.
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WRONGFUL DEATH – MINOR
In determining the damages for the death of [decedent] you will award an amount that will
be just compensation for the loss that [name of plaintiff] has suffered from the death of [decedent].
You shall determine the award based upon the circumstances that existed at the time of the
decedent’s death, including the following past and future items:
1. The loss of financial support or the right to receive financial support, if any, that [name
of plaintiff] would have received from the decedent. This amount should be reduced by the value of
the costs that [name of plaintiff] would likely have incurred to support the decedent had the child
survived, until the child reached the age of eighteen.
2.

The loss of love, companionship, society, comfort, care, protection and affection

which [name of plaintiff] has lost.
3.

The age and health of the decedent and [name of plaintiff].

4.

The expenses for medical care incident to the death.

5.

The reasonable expenses that were incurred for the funeral and burial.

6.

The life expectancy of the decedent and [name of plaintiff]. [Name of plaintiff] could

have only received benefits from the decedent as long as both were alive.
7.

Any other evidence indicating the benefits that [name of plaintiff] might have

reasonably received had the decedent lived.
8.

[In determining this award you are not to consider any pain or suffering of the

decedent; any grief or sorrow of [name of plaintiff]; or the poverty or wealth of [name of plaintiff.]]
[You may also consider the pain, anguish and mental suffering of the decedent before his/her
death.]
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Comments
The Committee disagreed on whether the jury may consider the pain, anguish,
sorrow and mental suffering of the plaintiff arising from the wrongful death of a
minor.

References:
Utah Code Ann. § 78-11-6, -12 (1992)
Jones v. Carvell, 641 P.2d 105 (Utah 1982)
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MITIGATION OF DAMAGES
(Property Damage)
If you decide [name of defendant] is responsible for the damage to [name of plaintiff]’s
property, [name of plaintiff] is not entitled to recovery damages to his/her property that [name of
defendant] proves [name of plaintiff] could have been avoided with reasonable efforts or
expenditures.
You should consider the reasonableness of [name of plaintiff]’s efforts in light of the
circumstances facing him/her at the time, including his/her ability to make the efforts or
expenditures without undue risk or hardship.
If [name of plaintiff] made reasonable efforts to avoid harm, then your award should include
reasonable amounts that he/she spent for this purpose.
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PUNITIVE DAMAGES
You must not include in your award any damages to punish or make an example of [name of
defendant]. Such damages would be punitive damages, and they cannot be a part of your verdict.
You must award only the damages that fairly compensate [name of plaintiff] for [his/her/its] loss.
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ARGUMENTS OF COUNSEL NOT EVIDENCE OF DAMAGES
The arguments of the attorneys are not evidence of damages. Your award must be based on
the testimony of the witnesses and the other evidence that has been admitted during trial.
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PROOF OF DAMAGES
Before you may award damages, [name of plaintiff] must prove two points.
First, he/she must prove that damages occurred. The evidence must do more than raise
speculation that damages actually occurred; there must be a reasonable probability that [name of
plaintiff] suffered damages from the Fault of [defendant].
Second, [name of plaintiff] must prove the amount of damages. The level of evidence
required to establish that damages actually occurred is generally higher than that required to
establish the amount of damage.
It is the wrongdoer, rather than the injured party, who should bear the burden of some
uncertainty in the amount of damages. While the standard for determining the amount of damages
is not so exacting as the standard for proving that damages actually occurred, there still must be
evidence that rises above speculation and provides a reasonable, even though not necessarily
precise, estimate of the amount of damages.
If damages actually occurred, the amount of damages may be based upon reasonable
approximations, assumptions or projections.

Reference:
Atkin Wright & Miles v. Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co., et al., 709 P.2d (Utah 1985)
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PRESENT CASH VALUE

If you decide that [name of plaintiff]’s damages includes future special damages, then the
amount of those future damages must be reduced to their present cash value. This is necessary
because money received now will, through investment, grow to a larger amount in the future.
To find present cash value, you must determine the amount of money that, if reasonably and
frugally invested today, will provide [name of plaintiff] with the amount of [his/her/its] future
damages.
[You may consider expert testimony in determining the present cash value of future
economic damages.]
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[LOSS OF CONSORTIUM]
(Noneconomic Damage)

[Name of plaintiff] claims that [he/she] has been harmed by the injury to [his/her]
[husband/wife]. If you decide that [name of injured spouse] has proved the Fault of [name of
defendant], you also must decide how much money, if any, will reasonably compensate [name of
plaintiff] for loss of [his/her] [husband/wife]’s companionship and services, including:
1.

The loss of love, companionship, comfort care, assistance, protection, affection,
society, moral support; and

2.

The loss of the enjoyment of sexual relations [or the ability to have children].

[Name of plaintiff] may recover for harm [he/she] proves [he/she] has suffered and for harm
[he/she] is reasonably likely to suffer in the future. No fixed standard exists for deciding the
amount of these damages. You must use your judgment to decide a reasonable amount based on the
evidence and your common sense.
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[SETTLEMENT DEDUCTION]

You have heard evidence that [name of plaintiff] has settled [his/her/its] claim against [name
of settled party]. Your award of damages to [name of plaintiff] should be made without considering
any amount that [he/she/it] may have received under this settlement. After you have returned your
verdict, I will make any appropriate adjustment to your award of damages.
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INTRODUCTION TO TORT DAMAGES – LIABILITY CONTESTED

If you decide that [defendant] is at Fault, you also must decide how much money will
reasonably compensate [defendant] for the harm. This compensation is called “damages.”
The amount of damages must include an award for each item of harm that was caused by
[plaintiff]’s Fault.
[The damages claimed by [name of plaintiff] for the harm caused by [name of defendant] fall
into two categories called economic damages and non-economic damages. You will be asked on
the verdict form to state these damages.
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[INTRODUCTION TO TORT DAMAGES – LIABILITY ESTABLISHED]

[Name of defendant]’s responsibility for [name of plaintiff]’s claimed harm is not an issue
for you to decide. You must only decide how much money will reasonably compensate [name of
plaintiff] for the harm. This compensation is called “damages.”
The amount of damages must include an award for each item of harm that was caused by
[name of defendant]’s Fault.
[The damages claimed by [name of plaintiff] for the harm caused by [name of defendant] fall
into two categories called economic damages and non-economic damages. You will be asked on
the verdict form to state these damages.
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[ITEMS OF ECONOMIC DAMAGE]

The following are the specific items of economic damages claimed by [name of plaintiff]:
[Insert applicable instructions on items of economic damage.]
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[LOSS OF ABILITY TO PROVIDE HOUSEHOLD SERVICES]
(Economic Damage)

The loss of [name of plaintiff]’s ability to provide household services.
To recover damages for the loss of the ability to provide household services, [name of
plaintiff] must prove the reasonable value of the services [he/she] would have been reasonably
certain to provide to [his/her] household if the injury had not occurred.
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[LOSS OF USE OF REAL PROPERTY]
(Special Damage)
The loss of use of [name of plaintiff]’s [insert identification of real property].
To recover damages for the loss of use, [name of plaintiff] must prove the reasonable cost to
rent similar property for the reasonable time when [he/she] could not use [his/her/its] own property.
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[LOSS OF USE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY]
(Special Damage)
The loss of use of [name of plaintiff]’s [item of personal property].
To recover damages for loss of use, [name of plaintiff] must prove the reasonable cost to
rent a similar [item of personal property] for the amount of time reasonably necessary to repair or
replace the [item of personal property].
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[DAMAGE TO PERSONAL PROPERTY]
(Special Damage)
The damage to [name of plaintiff]’s [item of personal property].
To recover damages for damage to personal property, [name of plaintiff] must prove the
reduction in the [item of personal property]’s value or the reasonable cost of repairing it, whichever
is less.
To determine the reduction in value, you must decide the fair market value of the [item of
personal property] before the harm occurred and then subtract the fair market value of the [item of
personal property] immediately after the harm occurred.
“Fair market value” is the highest price that a willing buyer would have paid to a willing
seller, assuming:
1.

That there is no pressure on either one to buy or sell; and

2.

That the buyer and seller are fully informed of the condition and quality of the [item
of personal property].

[If you find that [name of plaintiff]’s [item of personal property] cannot be completely
repaired, the damages are the difference between its fair market value before the harm and its fair
market value after the repairs have been made, plus the reasonable cost of making the repairs. The
total amount awarded must not exceed the [item of personal property]’s fair market value before the
harm occurred.]
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[LOSS OR DESTRUCTION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY]
(Special Damage)
The [loss/destruction] of [name of plaintiff]’s [ item of personal property].
To recover damages for the [loss/destruction], [name of plaintiff] must prove the fair market
value of the [item of personal property] just before the harm occurred.
“Fair market value” is the highest price that a willing buyer would have paid to a willing
seller, assuming,:
1.

That there is no pressure on either one to buy or sell; and

2.

That the buyer and seller are fully informed of the condition and quality of the [item
of personal property].
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[LOST PROFITS]
(Special Damage)
Lost profits:
To recover damages for lost profits, [name of plaintiff] must prove it is reasonably certain
[he/she] would have earned profits but for [name of defendant]’s Fault.
To determine lost profits, you must decide the gross amount [name of plaintiff] would have
received were it not for [name of defendant]’s Fault and then subtract from that amount the
expenses [including the value of the [specify categories of evidence, such as
labor/materials/rents/all expenses/interest of the capital employed]] [name of plaintiff] would have
had if [name of defendant]’s Fault had not occurred.
The amount of the lost profits need not be calculated with mathematical precision, but there
must be a reasonable basis for computing the loss.
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PRESENT CASH VALUE

If you decide that [name of plaintiff]’s damages includes future special damages, then the
amount of those future damages must be reduced to their present cash value. This is necessary
because money received now will, through investment, grow to a larger amount in the future.
To find present cash value, you must determine the amount of money that, if reasonably and
frugally invested today, will provide [name of plaintiff] with the amount of [his/her/its] future
damages.
[You may consider expert testimony in determining the present cash value of future
economic damages.]
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[ITEMS OF NONECONOMIC DAMAGE]

The following are the specific items of noneconomic damages claimed by [name of
plaintiff]:

[Insert applicable instructions on items of noneconomic damage.]
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[LOSS OF CONSORTIUM]
(Noneconomic Damage)

[Name of plaintiff] claims that [he/she] has been harmed by the injury to [his/her]
[husband/wife]. If you decide that [name of injured spouse] has proved the Fault of [name of
defendant], you also must decide how much money, if any, will reasonably compensate [name of
plaintiff] for loss of [his/her] [husband/wife]’s companionship and services, including:
3.

The loss of love, companionship, comfort care, assistance, protection, affection,
society, moral support; and

4.

The loss of the enjoyment of sexual relations [or the ability to have children].

[Name of plaintiff] may recover for harm [he/she] proves [he/she] has suffered and for harm
[he/she] is reasonably likely to suffer in the future. No fixed standard exists for deciding the
amount of these damages. You must use your judgment to decide a reasonable amount based on the
evidence and your common sense.
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[COLLATERAL SOURCE PAYMENTS]

You shall award damages in an amount that fully compensates plaintiff for damages as I
have instructed you. You shall not speculate or consider any other possible sources of benefit the
plaintiff may have received. [Do not consider whether or not [name of plaintiff] received workers’
compensation benefits for [his/her] injuries.] After you have returned your verdict the court will
make whatever adjustments may be appropriate.
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Draft: November 3, 2004
Introduction to the Model Utah Jury Instructions
The Utah Supreme Court approves these Model Utah Jury Instructions (MUJI) for use in jury
trials. MUJI is a summary statement of Utah law, but it is not a source of law nor the final
expression of the law. In the context of any particular case, a model instruction may be amended
by the trial court judge and reviewed by the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals.
In areas of the law in which there are no Utah statutes, rules or case law to offer guidance,
the trial court must nevertheless instruct the jury, and the advisory committees have developed
instructions – sometimes in the alternative – based on the law of other jurisdictions. In these
areas in particular, the Supreme Court expresses no opinion on the ultimate determination of
what the Utah law is.
An accurate statement of the law is critical to instructing the jury, but accuracy is
meaningless if the statement is not understood – or is misunderstood – by jurors. MUJI is
intended to be an accurate statement of the law using simple structure and, where possible, words
of ordinary meaning.
When preparing instructions, judges and lawyers are encouraged to include the title of the
instruction. This information helps jurors organize their deliberation and decision making.
Judges and lawyers are also encouraged to provide a copy of the written instructions to each
juror. This is permitted under the Rules of Procedure and is a sound practice because it allows
each juror to follow the instructions as they are read and to refer to them during deliberations
without disturbing other jurors.
The advisory committees have drafted the instructions without using gender-specific
pronouns whenever that could reasonably be done. However, sometimes the simplest, most
direct statement of the law requires using pronouns. The committees have adopted as their
protocol alternative pronouns enclosed in brackets. This is a common method of identifying
alternatives, and is used in applications other than pronouns. One can easily search for or
visually scan for bracketed words and phrases and edit them, using the relevant alternative and
omitting the others. Judges and lawyers should use the instructions as templates that are edited to
fit the circumstances of the case at hand.
Judges are encouraged to instruct the jurors at times during the trial when the instruction will
most help the jurors. Many instructions historically given at the end of the trial should be given
at the beginning so jurors know what to expect. Instructions relevant to a particular part of the
trial should be given just before that part. A judge might repeat an instruction during or at the
end of the trial to help protect the integrity of the process or to help the jurors understand the
case and their responsibilities.
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